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TODDLER THROUGH TO GRADE 8
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TECUMSEH
1695 Manning Road
(519) 979-9759

LASALLE
6535 Malden Road
(519) 978-2500

SOUTH WINDSOR
4310 Howard Avenue

(519) 969-1959

www.originalpizza.ca

A WINDSOR ORIGINAL...

VECTOR LOGO

Adobe Garamond Pro
is the font

Gluten-Free Crust Available  /  Delivery Available for Advance Party Orders ($75 Minimum)
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KETO

WEIGHT LOSS

2780 Howard Avenue, Windsor, ON   I   519.966.9603
Seasonal Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00 am-9:00 pm  Saturday 9:00 am-6:00 pm  Sunday 12:00 pm-5:00 pm

SHOP NOW AT WWW.FINERFITNESS.CA
ALL PRICES ARE PLUS TAX AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. *MONTHLY PAYMENTS SHOWN INCLUDE FINANCING BASED O.A.C. FOR 36 MONTHS AND APPLICABLE TAXES.  

DO NOT PAY FOR 1 YEAR ALSO AVAILABLE AND IS NOT INCLUDED IN MONTHLY PAYMENTS. SEE FINER FITNESS FOR FULL DETAILS.  ONLINE PRICING MAY DIFFER FROM IN-STORE PRICING.  
SOME IMAGES MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS SHOWN. PRICING ALSO VALID WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.
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BCAASKETO

CHECK OuT Our NEW KETO 
FrIENdLy SECTION

ONLy $39.99 
SHOp ArOuNd ANd COmpArE

3174 Dougall ave.
WinDsor, on.
519.967.9865

1140 Tecumseh rD. e. 
(aT BanWell) WinDsor, on. 

519-974-4949

25 amy crofT Dr. 
lakeshore, on. 
519-979-7632

5841 malDen, rD
lasalle, on. 
519-972-8696

400 sanDWich sT. s.
amhersTBurg, on.

519-730-0010

pLANT-BASEd prOTEIN

0NLy $49.99
1200g FOr 110 SErvINGS! 

prECISION
AmINIO-pLX HIGH pOTENCy BCAAS  3 NOSTALGIC FLAvOurS

ArCTIC
rASpBErry

rAINBOW
CANdy ruSH

LEmON
FrEEzE

WEIGHT LOSS

ONLy WHILE quANTITIES LAST...
Hurry IN ANd 

GET yOurS TOdAy.
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871 Ottawa Street, Unit 400, Windsor, Ontario, N8X 2C9

www.velocityinjurylaw.com

CALL US TODAY!
(519) 946-4300

FOLLOW US ON

Melanie Gardin provides legal representation and guidance to clients 
who have been injured in an accident or who need help with short- 
term, long-term or Canada Pension Plan disability benefits. Her 
effective advocacy skills lead to successful results for her clients. 

Melanie & Velocity Injury Law are dedicated to working 
with you – from injury to recovery!

Melanie Gardin
PersonaL Injury Lawyer
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feature

everyone knows in order to be healthy 
there must be balance but what does 
that mean exactly? When people talk 
about health and wellness, they typically 
refer to exercise and nutrition, maybe 
even relationships, but what normally 
gets ignored is financial health. every 
year, two of the most popular goals 
people try to achieve are to shed some 
extra pounds and save more money. 

the most important part of a journey to becoming holistically 
healthy and balanced is to find the right person who can help you 
along the way. Just like a trainer can design a plan to help you 
reach your fitness goals, a financial advisor can help you assess 
your situation and build a financial plan that works for you. Jenny 
minello of Sun Life financial is just that person. She can create 
an entire plan that is unique to you, flexible, and most of all, she 
can be your accountability partner to make sure you stay on track 
towards the goals you set out to achieve. I sat down with Jenny, 
so she can help our readers get an overview of how she can help 
them get financially and physically fit. 

Clothing provided by Rain Fitness, 725 Amy Croft Dr., Tecumseh, ON.
www.rainfitness.ca

Photos by Pat Scandale

Physically
aND FiNaNcially Fit 

with Jenny Minello

By Lina Stoyanova
Editor-in-Chief
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how Do You Balance finances and health?

“Being fit from a health standpoint is just as important as being fit 
financially. It all takes effort and time to achieve. the balance of it 
all comes from the effort you put into your finances. the effort you 
would put into being mentally and physically fit should be just as 
important as being financially fit. talk to someone so they can help 
you establish a plan that’s well rounded and that has your goals in 
mind. Being financially fit is going to give you freedom in a lot of 
other areas in your life.”

“the important thing to note is that you need to start somewhere, 
and I believe that when you are overwhelmed, whether with fitness 
or finances, you have to break it down into steps. People can get 
daunted by the condition of their finances and won’t work on them; 
they’ll stay in the same spot spinning their wheels. I can work with 
people to help them achieve their goals and put strategies in place 
that eliminate the stress; I keep them focused. Nine out of ten 
times people don’t have the discipline to do it without help. When 
you have so much debt you want to have someone by your side 
help you, so it doesn’t keep building up.”

What are Your tips for keeping Your finances In Order?

“Budget. at the very least, do a budget. for 30-days track every 
dollar that comes in and every dollar that goes out. that will give 
you an opportunity to look at what you are spending money on 
and what’s a necessity. most of us don’t realize how frivolous we 
may be until it’s in black and white in front of us. If you buy a $5 
Starbucks coffee every day, it may be an area that can be trimmed 
back in order to save more… $5 a day, every day adds up at the 
end of the month.  Don’t spend beyond your means!  use your 
credit card only when you can pay it back in full. most credit card 
companies charge a minimal interest rate of 20 percent and that 
doesn’t help anyone!” 

If You are Overwhelmed financially, What are Some things You 
can Do?

“first, if it makes sense, consolidate your debt into something 
more manageable and at a lower interest rate. try to pay off 
debt with the highest interest rate first. Really look at what you 
spend your money on and be objective. Is there something you 
can do without? Something as simple as eliminating a landline if 
you only use a cell phone…that can help. It may seem small, but it 
adds up. there are always things you can do to reduce everyday 
expenses.” 

When It comes to fitness, Where Should Someone Begin?

“I didn’t think working with a trainer would have such a positive 
impact for me as it has over the last three years. although I have 
my personal training certification, it allows me the opportunity to 
not think about it. I communicate my fitness goals to my trainer, 
whatever those goals may be, and he (Ben graham fitness 
Solutions) creates a program specific for me. this gives me a 
greater chance of achieving those goals realistically. to get started, 
see a professional. hire a trainer or at least go speak to one.” 

What are Your tips for eating healthier? 

“Some of the obvious ones are drink lots of water, avoid sugar, 
get your carbohydrates from vegetables, and get good sources of 
protein. What some people leave out or avoid are fats!  You need 
healthy fats!  fish, olive oil, avocado… there are many! using ginger 
or lemongrass, even some hot spices when sautéing vegetables 
can help keep them from getting boring… it’s all about flavour! I eat 

a lot of salads, but I keep them interesting. I use different types of 
lettuce, brussel sprouts, kale, broccoli, olives, nuts/seeds, keeping 
with flavour.  finally, try to avoid going out to eat and if it’s a must, 
there are lots of healthy options.”

What are Your health and fitness tips for People On the go? 

“If people are struggling to eat healthy, meal prepping is one of the 
best ways to have something always available to you when you get 
hungry. When nothing is prepared, you’re more likely to reach for 
something that isn’t necessarily good for you. have fresh veggies 
cut up, cooked chicken and boiled eggs all ready to grab when 
you are in a hurry. When it comes to exercise, most people get an 
hour lunch. take 30 minutes of your lunch to get physical activity 
in. go for a walk, stretch or take on some exercises that you can do 
at your desk or in the workplace. there are many great things that 
you can do to incorporate with food and fitness. exercise, or any 
physical activity, will help eliminate stress.  everyone has a certain 
level of stress in their life. take moments to take deep breaths.  
Deep breathing as well as any physical activity can help eliminate 
stress.  there are so many mental and physical benefits to having 
those methods of release in place and a reminder: good sleep is 
also extremely important.” 

to see how Jenny can help 
you restore balance and 
create financial freedom, 
contact her today by 
emailing Jenny.minello@
sunlife.com.

Clothing provided by
 Rain Fitness, 

725 Amy Croft Dr., 
Tecumseh, ON.

www.rainfitness.ca
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3020 Dougall Avenue, Unit 3  I  519-915-8877  I  www.imageclinic.ca

Call today to book your Free consultation.  Visit our neW Website for more information.

Vanessa Steele
medical aeSthetician

alba campos, R.n.
medical coSmetic SpecialiSt 

tRain the SKin YoU’Re in
With imaGe clinic’S

sKin MeMbersHiPs

6 MontHs
$125 per month

1 year
$100 per month

cHoose 1 treatMent Per MontH*

deRmal infUSion SilKpeel
endYmed SKin tiGhteninG 1/2 face

JeSSneR/ViVieR chemical peel
Relaxation facial 

1 laSeR SeSSion
Choose Full Face or Bikini Area Hair Removal OR 

Light Microdermabrasion Resurfacing Face Treatment

*CALL FOR FULL DETAILS

New Year
 New You! 

“Our clients are what make Image 
Clinic. The relationships and 

transformations we have established 
are so remarkable, they have 

reminded us why we put such passion 
in what we do every single day.”

- Alba & Vanessa
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rain fitness

We are an eco-conscious, quality driven
 fashion boutique, bringing you premium 

apparel and accessories from the 
top fitness brands in North America.

Fitness Fashion From 
the studio to the street

Stay warm thiS 
winter with the 

lateSt aCtiVewear
 & liFeStyle StyleS

Shop 24/7 at rainFitneSS.Ca
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116-11811 Tecumseh Rd E, Tecumseh, ON

519.735.7555 
communitychiropractic.ca
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116-11811 Tecumseh Rd E, Tecumseh, ON

519.735.7555 
communitychiropractic.ca

Dr. sarah Dale
chiropractor

Dr. Todd small
chiropractor

spencer Jean
Do, Do(mP), mBa
manual osteopath

see us on twitter @cccbiomechanics, @cccchiropractic  @cccosteopathy
visit our website www.cccbiomechanics.com to purchase orthotics
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Foot Pain, 
Orthotics?

health

By Spencer Jean, DO, DO (MP), MBA & Sarah Dale, DC

according to the american Podiatric medical association 
(aPma), 75 percent of the population will experience foot 
problems at some point in their lives.  at any given time, 
plantar faciitis (a type of heel/foot pain) affects 10 percent 
of the population and 25 percent of the population have 
flat feet.  many of these people seek care from allied health 
professionals.  

healthcare professionals may discuss or recommend the use 
of foot orthotics if they believe that the pain, or discomfort, 
the patient is experiencing is due to mechanical or structural 
dysfunction of the muscles, tendons, ligaments, joints or 
bones of the feet.  

What IS a fOOt ORthOSIS?  

“a foot orthosis is an in-shoe medical device that is designed 
to alter the magnitudes and temporal patterns of reaction 
forces acting on the plantar aspect of the foot in order to 
allow more normal foot and lower extremity function and 
to decrease pathologic loading forces on the structural 
components of the foot and lower extremity during 
weightbearing activities.” k. kirby 2002. foot orthoses are 
not JuSt for foot pain.

foot orthoses can be a valuable therapeutic tool in part 
of a treatment plan for painful conditions away from the 
feet.  In fact, foot orthoses have been used for well over a 
century by clinicians as a means to reduce pain, improve 
gait mechanics, correct postural dysfunction and heal injury 
to the foot, lower extremity, and lower back. 

But What kIND Of fOOt ORthOtIc IS RIght fOR YOu? 

the type of foot orthosis you may require is dependant 
on the orthosis goal to treat the underlying abnormalities, 
dysfunction and pathologies you have acquired.  “generally 
speaking, the goal of foot orthosis therapy should be to 
reduce the pathologic loading forces on the injured structural 
components of the body in order to allow healing of the 
injured structures to prevent new injuries from occurring 
and to promote more efficient dynamics of the body during 
weight bearing activities.” k. kirby 2002.

a person with a generic problem such as mild to moderate 
heel pain, usually does well with an over-the-counter orthotic.  
they are significantly less expensive and usually decrease 
pain and discomfort.  Due to the high cost of prescribed 
custom orthotics, many patients will want to discuss if they 
can use over-the-counter orthotics as a substitute. 

ImagINe If cuStOm ORthOtIcS WeRe affORDaBLe

after several years of collaboration, planning and engineering, 
our  team at ccc  Biomechanics has engineered that vision to 
reality.  the ccc Biomechanics all-Purpose Orthotic priced 
at $39.99 caD bridges affordability and personalization.  

When our team of renowned clinicians founded ccc 
Biomechanics, we stressed the importance of affordability 
without compromising the quality of the product. Our 
products needed to be truly effective in their orthopedic use. 
We believe that financial stress should be the last thing on 
someone’s mind when they are trying to improve their health 
and wellness. We removed this barrier and are shaking up 
the system by providing affordable high-quality orthopedic 
support that accomplishes its supportive design goals.

the ccc Biomechanics all-Purpose Orthotics are a 3/4 
length heat and wear moldable custom insole designed 
with the everyday person in mind. the lightweight insole is 
made from eVa (ethylene-vinyl acetate), an excellent shock 
absorber. moisture-wicking bamboo carbon fiber covers the 
insole, keeping the foot dry and comfortable all day long. 
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techNIcaL SPecIfIcatIONS
EVA (EthylEnE-Vinyl AcEtAtE) 

the all-Purpose Orthotics feature an eVa base. eVa is a 
lightweight, durable, non-porous, shock absorbing material 
that can be custom molded with heat and wear creating the 
ideal base material for a custom orthotic.

BAmBoo cArBon FiBEr

Bamboo carbon fiber (Bcf) covers the top of the insole.  
It is developed with nano-meter technology and a melting
filtration process.  Bcf has a very good function with 
negative ions which provides moisture balance that 
absorbs sweat in warm weather, reserves warmth 
in cold weather, and resists odour.  Its far-
infrared can penetrate the skin to promote
blood circulation and ease fatigue.

¾ lEnGth

the 3/4 length and thin design allows the user to place the orthotic 
on top of the shoe’s factory insole without compromising the fit of the 
foot in the shoe.

hEAt AnD WEAr molDABlE 

ccc Biomechanics combined the most up-to-date orthotic technology 
to create a heat and wear moldable orthotic which the user can custom 
fit themselves in the privacy of their own home.   each pair of these 
orthotics comes with easy to follow instructions and the best part is 
that if you aren’t 100 percent happy with the fit, you can just heat and 
refit again up to three times.

conclusion

Orthotics have scientifically been proven to be a valuable therapeutic 
tool for foot pain, biomechanical dysfunction as well as other pathologies 
such as patellofemoral pain syndrome and chronic low back pain.  
Whether a prescribed custom orthotic or over-the-counter orthotic is 
best suited for you, is dependant on your medical history, diagnosis, 
pain level as well as other factors.  We always recommend consulting 
your healthcare provider before investing in a pair of orthotics.  We 
recommend that if you do not believe that you are in need of specific 
prescribed custom orthotics and your pain level is mild to moderate, 
that you try over-the-counter orthotics first.  typically, this will help your 
condition but if you do not notice a difference, consult your healthcare 
provider to see if prescribed custom orthotics are right for you.  

for more information or to purchase your ccc Biomechanics all-
Purpose Orthotics, visit www.cccbiomechanics.com or visit our clinic at 
116-11811 tecumseh Road east, Windsor, ON. 
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dining rooms
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BoXing dAY
PrE-sALE

V I S I T  O U R  S H O W R O O M S  O R  O U R  W e b S I T e  R I L e Y S R O O M S . C O M  T O  S e e  M O R e

MeDIUM FIRM SPeCIALTY QUeeN - AMINO ACID FOAM
ReG. $1,999   -  NOW $745

FIRM SPeCIALTY QUeeN - AMINO ACID FOAM
ReG. $1,999   -  NOW $795

TWO LOCATIONS
416 Advance blvd,  Lakeshore, ON., 519.727.0040
2570 Ouellette Ave,  Windsor, ON., 519.250.5800 

3-DAYS ONLY!

KING COIL MATTReSS   ReG. $1,499   -  NOW $645
TWIN 5” FOAM MATTReSS  NOW $75 (LIMITeD STOCK)

mAttrEss sALE

dining rooms BEdroom sEts

Living rooms
SOFA

ONLY $599  

LOVeSeAT
ONLY $549

QUeeN beD ONLY $95
WHeN THe OTHeR 4 PIeCeS ARe PURCHASeD

TAbLe & 4 CHAIRS NOW $995
BONUS  FRee beNCH WITH TAbLe PURCHASe. $295 VALUe
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Liz Piscani knows the secret 
to a long and healthy life.
“I try to keep my life as uncomplicated as 
possible,” she said, with a big smile. 
Piscani knows the easiest way to stay 
stress-free is to focus on a regular workout 
routine. Since the Windsor International 
Aquatic and Training Centre (WIATC) 
Presented by WFCU Credit Union opened 
its doors in 2014, Piscani has been a 
regular in the Fitness Centre on the second 
floor of the downtown facility.

“I really like how convenient the centre 
is,” Piscani said. “I’m working on trying 
to get back into working out and lifting 
weights. I really like that it’s a smaller 
gym.” For Piscani, another bonus is WIATC 
offers rates based on a one-time visit 
as well as one, three and six month 
options along with a full-year term. 

The membership also gives clients access 
to the Olympic-sized swimming pool. 

“My focus for 2019 is really to make fitness 
and health my number one priority,” she 
said. “In the New Year it’s time to focus on 
me and maybe get involved in a few more 
programs at the centre. After all, they say 
variety is the spice of life.”

Long-time local athlete 
John McKibbon can often be found 
in the fitness centre grinding away on the 
spin bike or swimming lengths in the pool. 

“I came here because of the lack of 
swimming facilities and obviously I was 
more than pleased because it’s amazing 
here, in fact one of the best facilities in 
Canada,” he said. “The water is clear, 
they maintain it and it really is great.”

For McKibbon, who’s retired yet still keeps 
a busy schedule, having a membership 
which allows him to use any of the city 
owned and operated pools is important.  

“If I can’t make it down to this pool, I can 
go to the WFCU centre or another pool,” he 
said. ”That’s important because everyone 
has different hours and the lanes 
sometimes get really busy, so you can still 
get a swim in.”

River Resistance Circuit: 
One-hour class that features a variety 
of resistance training stations using 
Lazy River, activity pool and wave pool 
in Adventure Bay Family Water Park. 

Winter Session: Tuesday 10 to 11 am 
beginning January 8

Cost: $44 for 8 weeks

Wave Babies: 
A 45-minute class that includes an 
aquafit workout for parents and their 
child (6 to 18 mos)

Winter Session: Wednesdays from 
9:15 to 10am OR 10:15 to 11am 
beginning January 9

Cost: $33 for 8 weeks

Liz Piscani

Haley Wilson joined the 
Wave Babies program with her 
11-month old son Bowen. The program, 
which takes place in the wave pool at 
Adventure Bay Family Water Park 
Presented by WFCU Credit Union, offers 
an unique bonding experience for babies 
who are safely placed in floatables while 
parents work out with them in the pool. 
“After I had Bowen I just really wanted 
to find a way to get my body back,” she 
said. “I’ve always been very active but 
I didn’t want to leave my son with a sitter. 
So Wave Babies was perfect because 
I’m getting the fitness benefits and at 
the same time showing my son the 
importance of a healthy lifestyle.” 
For Wilson, coming to Adventure Bay 
was a bit of an eye opener because she 

thought the facility was just a water park. 
“I didn’t realize how much there is under 
the one roof,” she said. “I’m going to 
have to check out the fitness centre and 
the other programs.” 
Lana Rukas and her 13-month old 
daughter Paige are part of the 
Wave Babies program at the Windsor 
Aquatic centre. 

“It was one of the only places that offers 
something interesting and outside of the 
usual Parents and Tots programs,” she 
said. “It’s a great program too because it 
gives moms something to do as well. It’s 
great for babies because they can’t do 
things like put their face in the water and 
blow bubbles. So they are put in a floaty 
in the water while mom works out.”

John McKibbon

A FAMILY AQUATIC CENTRE WITH SO MUCH MORE 
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DIVE INTO
2019 WITH A

FITNESS PLAN

401 Pitt St W
Windsor, ON  N9A 0B2

519-974-2782
For more information visit

wiatc.ca

· Flexible options - 
1 month, 3 month, 6 month

and 1 year memberships available

· Sign up for your membership 
before Jan 31, 2019 and get 2018

membership rates

· Memberships include the pool & 
fitness centre and are valid at 

several City of Windsor
recreation facilities
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You will be captivated by the grand foyer surrounded by Imported high end 
finishes, in this 10,000 sq ft  2 Storey home. enjoy the expansive views of Lake 
erie from this Stately home with Wrap around Balcony and Walk-Out Basement!! 
4 Spacious Bedrooms (mb with gorgeous ensuite), 4 Bathrooms, 2 + 1 kitchens, 
formal Living and Dining Rooms + family Room w/fireplace, full finished 
Basement with a Bar that Rivals a Wedding Venue!!!

BrADy thrAshEr
sales representative

DEBBiE nEDin
sales representative

roBErt FAVAro
sales representative

4466 tAlBot strEEt, lEAminGton
$1,599,999

cAll toDAy For
your priVAtE shoWinG
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community

Sleep
Great sleep has always begun with Riley’s. With over 28 years of manufacturing 
experience, thousands of items in-store and online, and Canadian-made mattresses, 
Riley’s can make your home look elegant while improving your sleep. Riley’s has 
friendly staff and offers many services to make every visit a memorable one. With 
showrooms in both Windsor and Tecumseh, customers can view bedroom suites, 
dining rooms, family rooms, hardwood furniture, custom mattresses and more. 
Riley’s also offers top of the line mattress and pillow protectors that are 100 percent 
waterproof and breathable. 

Riley’s focus has always been canadian-made products which is why they have partnered with some of the most 
innovative canadian furniture manufacturers in the world like Defehr, Palliser, and Podium, just to name a few. 
Riley’s also carries a wide variety of accessories such as lamps, sculptures, paintings and more. 

“We have over 2,000 items and the majority are available immediately, or at most, in a few days,” explains owner 
anna Riley. “many people don’t realize it’s not just what they see in the showroom, there’s a lot more available on 
our website RileysRooms.com.” 

Begins with Riley’s 

By Lina Stoyanova
Editor-in-Chief
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Sleep using innovative technology and quality materials, Riley’s 
offers specialty products that are rare not only within 
the community, but canada-wide. using performance-
based materials that are durable, Riley collaborates 
with sleep specialists and researchers from Quebec 
to ensure she can bring customers the best products. 
Since sleep is very important for both men and women, 
everyone needs to sleep well. Sleep enhances memory 
performance, creative problem-solving skills, prevents 
common colds, improves athletic performance and even 
helps in weight loss. 

In a 2011 poll, the National Sleep foundation found that 
92 percent of people said a comfortable mattress is 
important for a good night’s sleep. multiple studies also 
confirm the finding that if people get an extra 20 minutes 
of sleep per night, their performance at work can boost 
two to three times. Riley’s ensures to use canadian-
made foams that provide greater support, durability, 
airflow, and most importantly, enhance the comfort of 
the mattress. there is also a memory foam that is a foam 
substitute which adjusts to individual body contours, 
providing support that regular memory foam may not; 
the material doesn’t envelop the user and doesn’t cause 
heat buildup that is often associated with many other 
memory foams. 

“We have many foams that don’t use chemicals and 
the same goes for our glues,” explains Riley. “We have 
many mattress products that mimic the human body 
and the foam has the properties of amino acids that are 
compatible. the new generation mattresses are also 
hypoallergenic and comfortable. Sleep is very important 
so I’m glad we’re on this topic!” 

getting quality sleep is possible with Riley’s. Whether 
you stop by their showroom or visit their website, there 
are thousands of items to choose from daily. Visit Riley’s 
today at rileysrooms.com and/or 321sleep.com. Riley’s is 
also doing a $25,000 giveaway, but for a chance to win 
customers must visit www.rileysrooms.com!
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Gift Baskets • Party Trays • Floral Arrangements • Garden Centre • Butcher • Delicatessen and more!

 
NEW ITEMS ARRIVING EVERY WEEK.  MANY GLUTEN-FREE

AND VEGAN CHOICES AVAILABLE.  SPECIAL REQUESTS WELCOME!

ANY WHICH WAY, WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED:
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE CHOICES MADE EASY. 

HERE AT FRED’S FARM FRESH,
WHETHER YOU TRAIN LIKE A BEAST OR NOT,

EAT RIGHT NO MATTER WHAT!

HIGH PROTEIN • LOW CARB • SUGAR FREE
PLANT BASED • ALL NATURAL • VEGAN  • GLUTEN FREE 

COME AND SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF SUPPLEMENTS AND NUTRITIONAL 
ACCOMPANIMENTS THAT MAKE ANY LIFESTYLE CHANGE QUICK AND EASY.

PAIR THAT WITH A VAST ARRAY OF LOCAL AND EXOTIC FRUITS AND 
VEGETABLES FOR A ONE-STOP-SHOP!

 

PRE-WORKOUT •  POST-WORKOUT
NO-WORKOUT

INTRODUCING OUR LATEST ADDITION 

LOCAL HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT! • VEGAN CHOICES AVAILABLE
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nutrition

‘tis the season to be holly and jolly… or so you thought. It’s dark 
outside, it’s gloomy, it’s cold and there’s tons to do. Where’s the 
holiday spirit? Well, whether you’re in a funk, experiencing a 
potential magnesium deficiency, feeling depressed, or maybe 
even experiencing Seasonal affective Disorder (SaD: mood 
disorder that shows up at the same time each year, most commonly 
in the winter), wherever you fall on the spectrum, I’m here to tell 
you about how increasing your magnesium intake will change 
your life. for the sake of this article, a huge chunk will be focused 
towards how magnesium can be used to alleviate any anxiety and 
depression, but as you read, you’ll notice the immense benefits 
magnesium can provide should you wish to tailor it to your needs 
and lifestyle.

WhY magNeSIum?

maybe you don’t struggle with anxiety or depression, so why 
should you look into magnesium? Well, magnesium is one of 
seven essential microminerals (trace minerals) and is necessary 
in over 600 metabolic functions, yet many reports state that it’s 
the second most common nutritional deficiency in developed 
countries. magnesium is an essential nutrient the body needs in 
order to maintain optimal health; it regulates muscle and nerve 
function, blood pressure, blood sugar levels and magnesium 
makes protein, bone, and DNa.

there are immense benefits to increasing magnesium. to name 
a few:

• Magnesium Increases Relaxing GABA
• Increases Serotonin
• Increases DHEA
• Reduces Stress Hormones
• Is Anti-Inflammatory
• Removes Heavy Metals
• Increases Brain Plasticity
• Keeps Blood Sugar Stable
• Helps Bone Health
• Helps Heart Health
• Improves Migraine Headaches
• Improves Premenstrual Syndrome
• Relieves Anxiety
• Improves Thyroid Function
• Supports Estrogen Detoxification 
• Lowers Adrenaline and Cortisol
• Supports Testosterone Production

hOW caN magNeSIum heLP BOOSt mY mOOD?

magnesium can help alleviate both anxiety and depression by 
raising levels of the mood-boosting neurotransmitter serotonin. It 
also normalizes stress hormones which is why magnesium is ideal. 
In this article there are options for supplementation and increasing 
magnesium through food. this can be done by eating magnesium-
rich foods like almonds, spinach, avocados and soy, to name a 
few.

hOW DOeS magNeSIum affect DePReSSION? 

magnesium is widely recognized as a homeopathic medicine for 
the treatment of depression. there are many studies that find 
magnesium an effective way to treat mild to moderate depression 
in adults. magnesium works quickly and is well tolerated without 
the need for close monitoring for toxicity. 

magnesium plays a role in many of the pathways, enzymes, 
hormones and neurotransmitters involved in mood regulation. 
there are numerous studies online, however, to list a few:

• According to George A. Eby and Karen L. Eby for Science Direct, 
they found that magnesium was effective for the treatment of 
depression as well as traumatic brain injuries, headaches, suicidal 
ideation, anxiety, irritability, insomnia, postpartum depression 
and cocaine, alcohol and tobacco use. they also found that 
hypersensitivity to calcium, short-term memory loss and IQ loss 
also benefited. 

• A clinical trial out of the University of Vermont found that 
participants which received 248 mg of over-the-counter elemental 
magnesium per day over six weeks, had results showing magnesium 
is comparable to prescription SSRI treatments in effectiveness.

• Numerous studies put magnesium chloride’s efficiency to the 
test and showed positive results. the studies focused on the 
effects in the treatment of depression and found that the daily 
supplementation of magnesium chloride led to an improvement of 
depression symptoms and promoted overall mental balance.

• Lastly, “Role of Magnesium Supplementation in the Treatment 
of Depression: a Randomized clinical trial,” tested to see if 
supplementation with over-the-counter magnesium chloride 
improves symptoms of depression. the trial was carried out on 
126 adults diagnosed with (and currently experiencing) mild to 
moderate symptoms with Patient health Questionnaire-9 (PhQ-9) 
scores of 5-19. the intervention was six weeks of active treatment 
(248 mg of elemental magnesium per day) compared to six 
weeks of control (no treatment). the trial found that consumption 
of magnesium chloride for six weeks resulted in a clinically 
significant net improvement in PhQ-9 scores of -6.0 points and 
net improvement in generalized anxiety Disorders-7 scores of -4.5 
points. 

Beat the 
Blues with 
MagnesiuMBy Lina Stoyanova

Editor-in-Chief
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WINTER SPECIAL 

hOW tO uSe magNeSIum: SuPPLemeNtatION

Depending on the amount of magnesium in the diet, a person’s diet 
as a whole, and the health of the gastrointestinal tract, all influence 
how well magnesium is absorbed. this is why it’s important to 
choose a magnesium supplement that works best for you and 
your needs. Like I mentioned earlier, if you aren’t concerned with 
depression, anxiety, or mood in general, there are different types 
of magnesium that can help boost your overall health. I strongly 
recommend doing your own research and consulting with your 
doctor before beginning any supplementation.

1. Magnesium Chloride- Helps with Depression, Anxiety, 
Detoxifies, Good for Kidneys

2. Magnesium Citrate- Relaxes, Reduces Muscle Pain, Good for 
Kidneys

3. Magnesium Glycinate- Ideal for Correcting Deficiencies, 
Calming Effect, Gut-Friendly, Good for Nerve Pain 

4. Magnesium Malate- Energizes, Helps Metabolism, Reduces 
Muscle Pain, Helps with Fatigue, Fibromyalgia and Insomnia

5. Magnesium Taurate & Orotate- Good for Cardiovascular 
Health, Helps with High Blood Pressure, Heart Arrhythmia and 
is Calming

6. Magnesium Oxide- Improves Indigestion, Heartburn and 
Upset Stomach

7. Magnesium L-Threonate- Best for Brain Injuries, Anxiety, 
Depression, Memory, Learning and Neurodegenerative 
Disorders

hOW tO uSe magNeSIum: fOOD SOuRceS

according to the uS National Institutes of health (NIh), the 
top food sources of magnesium per average serving size are: 
almonds, Spinach, cashews, Shredded Wheat cereal, Soy milk, 
Black Beans, edamame, Peanut Butter, Whole grain Bread and 

avocados. according to nutritionists here in canada, the top 
sources are: Sunflower Seeds, Pumpkin Seeds, Squash, Black-
eyed Peas, tempeh and Brazil Nuts. to amp up magnesium in 
your diet, try to incorporate more of these foods.

In conclusion, there are many benefits to increasing your 
magnesium intake. If you wish to alleviate the blues, ensure you 
aren’t experiencing any deficiencies, or would just like to aid in 
your overall health, consider eating magnesium rich foods and/
or supplementing.

*Disclaimer: Before beginning any sort of supplement, always speak to 
your health practitioner. *

13278 Tecumseh Rd. E., Suite #104   I  Tecumseh, Ontario  I  519.735.HEAR (4327)  I  www.hearingwell.ca

mention this ad and bring in a canned 
donation for downtown mission for the winter 

season, and receive a free hearing test.

$500 off
a premium set of 

hearing aids

PLUS
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IMAGINE YOUR SMILE...

CLEAN, WHITE AND BRIGHT.

DR. CHRISTOPHER DIPONIODR. PAUL SERRA DR. KATY CHAHINEDR. MAHA MIRZA DR. MARIO DIPONIO

Cosmetic  -  Implants  -  Restorative  -  Preventative  -  Family Dentistry  -  Emergency Services  -  Weekend Appointments

6925 Enterprise Way, Windsor  -  519-948-4119  -  eastsidedental.ca
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Beauty

Take care
of the skin 
you’re in!

By Vanessa Steele
Manager & Medical Aesthetician

At Image Clinic

Working in the beauty industry for many years and currently 
running an inspiring medical cosmetic clinic, Image clinic in 
South Windsor, I always think to myself, “there has to be a way 
my clients can understand, as I get asked often, why skin changes 
during the harsh winter weather.” my answer to my clients is 
always this: think of it this way, the same way we change our 
clothes seasonally, light clothing in the summer, heavier clothing 
in the winter, our skincare regime has to go through the same 
seasonal changes as our clothing does. makes sense, right? Now, 
it is my job, along with all the skin professionals in the industry, 
to educate you on how to adjust the right products and regimes 
according to your skincare’s winter needs. 

first things first. the realization that yes, as we begin to age, 
our skin will be joining us down that same route. One must first 
understand when it comes to skin, over time, our natural hyaluronic 
levels begin to decrease, similar to how collagen decreases as 
well over time.  During these changes, our skin begins to have 
a more difficult understanding of holding its moisture levels the 
same way it once did. as the winter weather begins, along with 
the changes of a warmer climate indoors, especially with our 
heat on, and a much colder climate outdoors, this takes a huge 
hit on our skin and most feel this through the facial areas which 
are most exposed. We tend to experience dryness, sometimes 
flakiness, or even itchy skin. 

Now, let’s discuss your best treatment options when colder months 
are among us. the most common practice I remind my clients, 
and one that I can never, ever, stress enough, is to exfoliate and 
hydrate the most during the winter months! the first treatment I 
always have my clients begin with before we go forward with any 
other treatments is a Dermal Infusion facial treatment (SilkPeel). 
this treatment provides a non-invasive, 3-in-1 experience that is 
everything a client needs to prepare for winter. I always choose 
the hydrating Solution that infuses hyaluronic acid, aloe vera, 
and chamomile into the skin, while my handpiece is deeply 
exfoliating (like a microdermabrasion) and extracts every little bit 
of build-up and impurities. I collect every bit of those impurities 
and excitingly show my clients every bit that is floating in the jar, 
dry skin and all! every client that leaves our facial treatment room 

cannot believe how much more radiant, clean and soft their skin 
appears and feels; they feel this way for weeks. for at home 
care, I always suggest continuing to exfoliate at least two to three 
times weekly to maintain the dead skin cells from building up. 
using an exfoliant with gentle enough microbeads that do not 
overdo the skin while washing is the perfect choice. the same 
way we tend to our face, is the same way we need to tend to our 
bodies. using a body exfoliant or a loofa is my personal favourite 
shower regime to maintain soft skin year-round. 

as we exfoliate the skin, we must also remember to rehydrate the 
fresh skin. One of my top favorite products we carry at Image clinic 
for the winter months (that I continuously love putting on my face 
every morning and night), is our Skinmedica ha5 Rejuvenating 
hydrator. this is my go-to product that acts as my face, neck, and 
approved eye cream, for the months my skin feels drier.  ha5 
provides immediate hydration that works with five different forms 
of hyaluronic acid, working synergistically to balance the moisture 
levels in the skin all day long. the skin instantly feels more plump, 
fine lines and wrinkles soften and immediate hydration soothes. 
Pair this product with their ha5 Smooth & Plump Lip System 
and feel the same boost of hydration and softened fine lines on 
the lips after each use. clients must also be aware that when 
using thicker products in the winter months to not bring them too 
close to the eye area as that skin is much thinner than the rest 
of the face. as for our bodies, switch up your body lotions with 
something a bit heavier. my personal favorites are body oils that 
are made to use right after the shower on wet skin, and that dry 
incredibly fast once towel dried, leaving a silky finish on the skin 
for the rest of the day. 

I hope that during these winter months my skin advice adds as 
a good change in your skincare regime, whether at home, or 
visiting your favorite spa. come visit me anytime at Image clinic 
to create a customized treatment plan designed for all of your 
skin needs during all seasonal changes. consultations are always 
free, and I hope to always leave my clients with the best treatment 
knowledge, skincare routines and self-care advice. Remember, 
always take the time to love yourself and the skin you are in.
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milestone Studios specializes in providing you with everything you need to document your 
fitness success. Whether physique photos, gym shoots, food photography, fitness modeling 
for portfolios, body transformations with before and after photos, fitness equipment and 
supplement photos, sports themed senior portraits, and more, groh’s creativity never 
ends. 

“there is nothing more pleasurable than sharing with others the pleasure you feel about the 
perfection and beauty you’ve cultivated in your own body,” explains owner Brent groh.

milestone Studios offers a style of fitness photos unlike any other modelling photography. 
groh and his team know it’s important to highlight leanness and muscle definition, all while 
emphasizing the overall beauty and style of the model.  

“We are available in studio or on location such as at a gym, competition, or show,” explains 
groh. “If you want the very best pictures of yourself while you’re in the best shape of your 
life, then look no further than milestone Studios.” 

most bodybuilders and fitness enthusiasts will want a professional photoshoot at some 
point to capture their hard work and accomplishments. While many photographers take 
amazing photos, fitness photography is a science. It takes a working knowledge of human 
muscular anatomy, health, fitness, exercise, knowledge of photographic software, and a 
highly specialized lighting skillset, to be able to do fitness photography, or a bodybuilding 
photoshoot, so that it brings out the most in any physique. 

Whether you are a bodybuilder, a bikini competitor, a powerlifter, have undergone a body 
transformation, or are a prospective fitness model, you work very hard to reach the type of 
goals you have set out to achieve. that’s why it’s important to preserve and show off your 
hard work and incredible results with a specialist that is well-versed in the art and science 
of fitness photography. 

as a personal trainer, it’s also equally important to get portraits and personal training pictures 
done in order to showcase your capabilities. using photos to promote your personal 
training business, submissions to supplement companies or magazines, or even weight 
loss contests, getting a photoshoot is an integral part to making yourself stand out. 
 
If you aren’t a bodybuilder or looking to enter a fitness competition, you should still capture 
your transformation. Looking and feeling good is a great reason to do a photoshoot--why 
not document your journey? Photos can be incredibly motivating, inspiring, and looking 
at a before and after is a great tool for boosting self-esteem and keeping your motivation 
peeked.

training hard at the gym and following a nutritious diet plan are amazing tools for feeling 
and looking great. Once you achieve your goals, ensure you get mind-blowing results from 
your fitness or bodybuilding photoshoot. Visit milestone Studios on 3449 Walker Road and 
mention this ad to receive 10 percent off. 

Being strong, fit and healthy is something that should be celebrated. think 
back to the last tough workout you did—the one where sweat was dripping 
down your face, your legs could barely move, and you swear you heard your 
muscles screaming. Fitness isn’t just a hobby. it is passion that requires huge 
amounts of effort, strength, discipline and determination. you’ve worked hard 
to get your results, so forget the gym selfies and hire Brent Groh of milestone 
photography & Framing studios.

By Lina Stoyanova

Photos by Terri McPherson
of Milestone Studios
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3449 Walker Road, Windsor  ·  519.969.1114
www.milestonestudios.ca

VEGAN MUSHROOM WELLINGTON
A fantastic vegan version of the classic beef wellington.
Serves 4 people, 554 kcal, Delicious Everyday

Ingredients
• 4 large Portabello mushrooms  

    stalks trimmed and cleaned
• 3 large onions peeled and chopped
• 3 tbs olive oil
• 300 g baby spinach (10 ½ oz)
• 4 sprigs of thyme leaves picked
• 1 vegan puff pastry
• 1 tbs Dijon mustard
• Salt and pepper to taste

Instructions
Place a large frying pan over a low to medium-low heat. Add the ½ tbsp of olive oil  
followed by onion and reduce heat to low. Season with salt and pepper and cook, 
stirring occasionally, for 15 to 20 minutes, until the onions are golden brown. 
Remove the onions from the pan and return the pan to the heat. Add the baby spinach 
and cook until wilted. Remove from the baby spinach from the pan and leave to cool.
Increase heat to medium/high and return pan to the heat. Add remaining olive oil 
and place the mushrooms, top side down. Cook until lightly golden (about 5 minutes) 
before turning over and cooking for a further 5 minutes or until golden. Remove from 
heat, and drain on paper towel top side up as they will release a lot of liquid  
as they cool. Transfer the onions, spinach and mushrooms to the refrigerator  
and cool completely. 
Preheat the oven to 200°C (390°F). Place a sheet of baking paper on the baking tray 
and then place the puff pastry sheet on top. Spread half the caramelized onions over 
the middle third of the pastry, making sure to leave an extra 2cm (¾ inch) border at 
the edge of the pastry. Top with half of the baby spinach. Spread the Dijon mustard 
over the mushrooms and season well with salt and pepper. Place the mushrooms on 
top of the spinach. Top the mushrooms with thyme and the remaining baby spinach 
and onions.
Very carefully roll the pastry over the top of the mushroom mixture until you have a 
log. Press down to seal the edges. Roll over the log so that the seam is facing  
the bottom.

To make the vegan egg wash whisk all of the ingredients together in a bowl.  
Very lightly coat with the vegan egg wash. Place the  
pastry in the freezer for 10 minutes before  
repeating with another layer of vegan egg  
wash and freezing the pastry for a further  
10 minutes. 
Place the pastry back on the baking sheet  
and tray and place in the oven for 30 to  
35 minutes, or until golden and flaky.

Get pumped for your fitness achievements of a lifetime. After all 
the discipline, preparation, proper diet, sweat and pain you have 
endured, it’s time to evaluate yourself with a trophy - a photo shoot, 
while you’re at your prime fitness.

In studio or on location!

HEALTHY HOLIDAY
Recipe

Vegan Egg Wash
• 1 tbsp aquafaba (chickpea water)
• 1 tbsp almond or cashew milk
• 1 tsp neutral flavoured oil
• ½ tsp maple syrup or 

brown rice syrup

YOU DIDN’T WORK OUT  
FOR NOTHING

Photo credit: Terri McPherson
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fitness

Reasons
MoRnings
aRe the Best 
tiMe to
WoRk out

We all know we need exercise, but it 

can be fairly difficult to fit exercise into 

our busy schedules; whether it’s kids, 

pets, work, or other engagements, it 

can be daunting to squeeze in some 

“me time” let alone exercise. that’s why 

it’s important to schedule your exercise 

and make it a priority. Whether you are 

working out from home, or in a gym, 

you can find out why working out in 

the morning is the best time to get your 

sweat on!5

By Lina Stoyanova
Editor-in-Chief
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1. Get it Out of The Way

Due to the reasons mentioned above, such as kids, pets, work and 
busy scheduling overall, by doing your workout first thing in the 
morning, it gets it out of the way. You will have nothing to dread 
for the rest of the day and if you don’t accomplish everything you 
set out to do on your schedule or to-do list, at least you can rest 
easy knowing you did something for your health: you worked out. 
Working out in the morning prevents your busy schedule getting 
in the way which increases the probability of you sticking to your 
set workouts and actually doing them.

2. Improved Diet 

Since you are working out first thing in the morning, you will 
approach your food choices differently throughout the day. 
By getting up and working out, you set yourself up to feel 
accomplished and proud; you won’t want to ruin it by choosing 
unhealthy lunches. Instead, you’ll want to continue with positive 
choices by eating foods that make you feel energized and fresh. 
Since you also got your sweat on in the morning, you will drink 
more water. h2O is the answer for everything, so that in it of itself 
sets your diet to a healthy start.

3. Burn More Fat

getting a workout in on an empty stomach is physiologically 
different from exercising post-meal. as you sleep, your body 
does an overnight fast. Since your body is reliant on fuel sources, 
if you exercise in the morning before eating breakfast, you will 
essentially burn more fat.  

4. Increased Productivity

everyone knows that exercise gets your endorphins going. Well, 
when you exercise your productivity also increases. By working 
out in the morning, you get your day started off on a happier note 
and you end up giving yourself an extra energy boost. 

5. Sleep Better

Since exercise increases energy and productivity, it makes sense 
that you wouldn’t want to exercise at night-time since that’s when 
most people tend to wind down. By exercising in the morning, 
you improve the length of sleep and quality of sleep by promoting 
deeper sleep cycles. Regular morning exercise improves sleep 
rhythms and tells your body to produce the hormone melatonin 
earlier in the evening. Your body will enjoy a healthy sense of 
fatigue at the end of the day and will be ready to sleep. 

to conclude, there is plenty of research that supports working 
out in the morning is most beneficial. however, a huge take-
away is when you pick a time you’d like to work out and stick 
to it, regardless of it being morning or evening, the consistency 
created will be very effective on your health and long-lasting 
exercise habits.  
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AUDITIONS FOR  

WINDSOR  
DANCE  
EXPERIENCE
SPRING PRODUCTIONS 2019!
Ages 6-10 : Wed Jan 9th,6pm-8pm 
Ages 11-12 : Sat Jan 12th, 9am-11am 
Ages 13 - Up: Sat Jan 12th 11:15am- 2:45pm

866 Walker Rd, Windsor, ON  •  519-253-2466   •  www.windsordanceexperience.ca
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at some point, mostly everyone going South has spent a little 
too much time in the sun and experienced the painful reality of a 
sunburn. even if it’s not a bad burn, it’s uncomfortable in the short- 
term and definitely not good for your long-term health. that’s why 
sunburn prevention is the golden rule of indoor tanning.

We get off the plane and all we want is to be outside in the beautiful 
warmth and beauty of the chosen destination, but you have to be 
very careful about not overexposing yourself and getting burnt. 
It’s so hard to judge the intensity of the sun and a lot of times 
you don’t feel it until it’s too late. With indoor tanning, you know 
exactly what you’re getting, and Professional tanning Salons with 
Smart tan certified Staff can guide you all the way through the 
process. It’s a win-win because you can get a beautiful tan in a 
controlled environment, and then that tan will help you avoid 
burning outdoors.

While tanning units may be two to three times as intense as the 
sun, the duration of exposure is controlled, and thus, the total 
uV output is controlled, to minimize the risk of sunburn. It is 
also important to point out that tanning is not a one-size fits all 
proposition. 

getting a beautiful uV tan means 
something different for everyone. 

that’s because the amount of uV exposure 
needed to acquire a tan is different 
for a fair-skinned redhead 
than it would be for a 
central european with 
an olive complexion.

the fairest skin 
type – known as 
Skin type I – cannot 
suntan and should 
not use uV tanning 
equipment, but darker skin 
types can develop suntans. for 
those who can develop suntans, 
this common sense methodology 
gradually acclimates you to uV 
exposure based on your skin type. 
that’s the reason so many indoor 
tanning clients come to salons in 
the winter prior to sunny vacations. In sunny environments, many 
fair-skinned people can sunburn during normal outdoor activities 
even while wearing chemical sunscreen. But, with a base tan, their 
chemical sunscreen becomes more effective and they are much 
less likely to sunburn.

enjoy your time outside and have a great vacation!

“33 YEARS OF TANNING EXCELLENCE”

FREE VITAMIN D...IN EVERY TAN

“Smart Tan” 
Certified Tanning 

Consultants

34 WORLD -CLASS
TANNING UNITS

WALK-INS WELCOME

“Smart Tan” 
Certified Tanning 

Consultants

Windsor/Essex County’s
Trusted Place to Tan for 33 Years

This Time
Don’t Burn...

34 WORLD -CLASS
TANNING UNITS

WALK-INS WELCOME

Windsor/Essex County’s
Trusted Place to Tan for 33 Years

FREE VITAMIN D...IN EVERY TAN

Get a
Base Tan!

This Time
Don’t Burn...

Get a
Base Tan!

By John Kraus, Owner, Sunsetters Tanning Studio

Are you reAlly 
prepAred for the    
Sunny South?
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Buy wheRe youR neighBoRs Buy
guaranteed Quality Flooring For less!

The sTore for floors and so much more

2 57  W ya n d ot t e  St. e a St, W i n dSo r, o n  •  5 1 9 -2 5 8 - 4 4 8 1  •  WWW. h i n e i g h b o r f lo o r i n g.c a

menTion This ad and we’ll pay The Tax on any in-sTock area rug

VINYL PLANK • HARDWOOD • AREA RUG • LAMINATE • CARPET • TILE & STONE • SERVICES • PAINT

V I S I O N  &  D E N T A L

Vision and Dental  
UNDER ONE ROOF

Dr. Scott  
Mayer & 

Dr. Melissa  
Dattilo-Kidd

Optometrists

Dr. Dolly  
Gharib & 

Dr. Christopher  
DiPonio
Dentists

Christina
Mallet

Denturist

eye-smile.com2055 Sandwich W. Pkwy. LaSalle (behind Windsor Crossing)
519-250-5056 519-250-1811

Ask Us About

FREE
FREE

Whitening Kit

Denture  
Consultations

Clear Braces

With Every New Patient 
Exam, Cleaning,  

and X-Rays

50%Off Second Pair  
of Eyeglasses  
or Sunglasses

Buy one pair and receive

Complete family eye care 
& eye exams.  

Eye Smile Vision: Eye Smile Dental:
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V I S I O N  &  D E N T A L

Vision and Dental  
UNDER ONE ROOF

Dr. Scott  
Mayer & 

Dr. Melissa  
Dattilo-Kidd

Optometrists

Dr. Dolly  
Gharib & 

Dr. Christopher  
DiPonio
Dentists

Christina
Mallet

Denturist

eye-smile.com2055 Sandwich W. Pkwy. LaSalle (behind Windsor Crossing)
519-250-5056 519-250-1811

Ask Us About

FREE
FREE

Whitening Kit

Denture  
Consultations

Clear Braces

With Every New Patient 
Exam, Cleaning,  

and X-Rays

50%Off Second Pair  
of Eyeglasses  
or Sunglasses

Buy one pair and receive

Complete family eye care 
& eye exams.  

Eye Smile Vision: Eye Smile Dental:
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BOOk YOuR cOmPLImeNtaRY cONSuLtatION
2224 WaLkeR ROaD, SuIte 198, WINDSOR, ONtaRIO, caNaDa

1-800-663-4733
wlei.com

EXPERIENCE 

LIFE
CHANGING
RESULTS

Dr. fouad tayfour 

QuiCk ReCoveRy
live fRee of Glasses & ConTaCTs

finanCinG available


